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5.4 CompressedPolicy Analysis

5.4.1 Objective

(al Some Definitions

The objective of this portion of the analysis is

to seek approximationsto an optimal strategyof forest

management,and thereaftersystematicallyto evaluate

any such approximation in the hope that one or more

might be sufficiently reliable to preclude the enormous

computing effort sUbtendedby those more comprehensive

ｭ ｡ ｴ ｨ ･ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ formalisms (linear and dynamic programming)

which ure ｾ ｬ ｳ ｯ investigatedin this study. Compressed

Policy Analysis (CPA), unlike its more formal counter-

parts, does not identify an optimal solution, but rather

provides a mechanismfor rapid and fluent examinationof

alternativesolutions which are generatedexogeneously

Ｈ ｩ ｉ ｾ accordo:.ncevii th some systematicor ra:fldomized sampling

procedure),and then, by a comprehensive.display of

ecc'!1oTLlic crite:cia and other relevant performacefactors,

ｳ ｵ ｧ ｧ ･ ｾ ｴ ｳ to the decision-maker(s)which alternativeto

advpt.

A ｓｏｊＮＱｊｴｪｏｾｾ is a set of decisionsgermaneto forest

metnagc)L1ent. Certain options are available; these include

a variety of ｴ ｩ ｮ ｾ ･ ｲ cutting and harvestingpatterns, rates

of ｃ ｬ ｰ ｰ ｾ Ｎ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｬ ｕ Ｎ ｯ ｮ of insccticlde, and enhancementof vlild-

life alld recreationfacilities. The thrust of CPA is

the identj.ftcation of severalpolicies.which are deemed.

ｾＮﾣＮ｣ｩＨｬ｝ＮﾷＮ＿ＺＮ to b2 politically, socially and·institutionally

ｦ ･ ｾ ｳ ｩ ｢ ｬ ･ Ｌ ｾ ｮ ､ the evaluationof thesepolicies in ways

which t:ake explicit accountof the multi-dimensionaland

hiS!hly variegC.tted outputs of the forest ecosystem. Among

the requirementsof a feasible poJ.icy is that its action

display a reasonable·mGasureof spatial and temporal homo-

geneity. This tends to keep costs down, even though the
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policy consequencesmight be inhomogeneity in system

response. Thus the richnessof "the potential policy

spaceis compromizedby practicality, and the full

paletteof a mathematicallyintact searchfor the optimal

policy might prove too ambiti.ous.

It is therefore proposedthat CPA be applied to a

relatively small set of policy options, including that one

in current use, on the assumptionthat this set \'1111 be

sufficiently fertile to identify some policies which are

clearly inappropriate,some which merit further detailed

consideration,and some to which systemperformanceis

largely indifferent. The point of the exerciseis not to

identify a sharply-definedopt:imum which might be extremely

sensitiveto unanticipatedclimatic or ecological pertur-

bations but to sharpenthe focus of subsequentdebateby

excising a small number of candidatesfor continuing

analysis, and thereby to advancea generalmethodology

for decision-makingin an environmental ｾ ｯ ｮ ｴ ･ ｸ ｴ Ｎ

(b) A Formalism for Decision-MaJ:j.ng

It. would be ideal if mathematicalprogramming could

routinely be used to solve for the optimal policy under

a variety of assumptionsand conditions pertaining to our

forest ecosystemmodel, but it should be recalled that

polj cy evaluation proceeds\'Ji.t.hin multi--diraensional space

.lDe] thir; severly 1] 1111lr.; the applicability of techniques

fOL direct iQentification of optimal policy. The multi-

dimensionality of systemoutputs, undertaintyabout which

outputs to include und how to weight t.hem, and conflicts

concerning the priorities expressedby the several claimants

on the resourceall conspire to make mathematicalpro-

gramming un unlikely tool for identification of the optimal

policy in this forest managementproblem. Three alter-

native modes of analysisare suggestedin this section;
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all of them t:ogether are lumped under the rubric

of CompressedPolicy ａ ｮ ｾ ｬ ｹ ｳ ｩ ｳ Ｌ and all suffer severaldis-

｡ ､ ｶ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｧ ･ ｳ and imprecisions. ｂ ｕ ｾ Ｌ as in virtually every

real problem of policy analysis, there is no unique solu-

tion or method of analysiswhich clearly dominatesthe

decision-makingーｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ ｾ it is through the conjunctive use

of exact and approximatesolutions, computationallysimple

or exotic, deterministicor stochastic,descriptiveor

prescriptive, that grudging progressis made.

(c) Sa.mpling in Policy SpClce

The busic tool for evaluationof policy options is

simulation or the budvmnn-forestecosystem. Initi.al ap-

plicCiti.ons used a short trace of meteorological inputs, \:J 1"\ h
the model .was·applied to a single plot and with no spatial

lin};.agcs to simulate pest dispersalthrough the entire

region. Our l-lOrk generalizesthe program to accommodate

dispersalover all 265 plots,

.'

Simulation runs \-lere made, each signed to test an

alternativecandidatefor policy implementation. The can-

didateswere developedafter consultationwith ecologist

civil servants,representativesof recreat!onand wildlife

groups, i.ndustrial proponents,and others \',Thorri \-le could

identify as having a vested interest in managementof the

forest ecosystem. Due to the fact that this study identifies

methodology rather than definitive conclusions,we did not

pursue em extellsive progrilm of sampling in the spaceof

policy options; restrictionson time and computing budget

made tllis infeasible. Instead, we are concernedprimarily

with the exposition of a methodology for decision-making,

so we ｰ ｲ ･ ｳ ｾ ｮ ｴ here a highly abbreviated.examinationof policy'

options. \ve did not use systematicor random sampling

techniquesfor identification of policy ｯ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ for com-

pletenessof exposition theseare describedbelow. But
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even a limited analysis can be extremely useful if it

turns out t.hat systemresponse,in terms of the output

variablescritical to the decision makers, seemsto be

relatively flat. That is, if it appearsthat responseｩ ｾ

not highly sensitiveto a wide range of reasonablepolicy

options, we might begin to appreciate,even from a super-

ficIal analysis, that it is unnecessaryto undertakea

.very large random or systematicsample of policy options.

It might turn out that there is enough buffering, enough

natural resilienceor persistence,in the system to con-

clude, or at least strongly to suggest, that the major

issuesare those of political acceptability rather than

sensitivity to small changesin decision variables.

It is reasonableto ask how many policies or potential

solutions should be investigatedto be sufficiently certain

that. the sample from which our solution is drawn is big

enough. Of course, -in solution by mat.hematicalprogramming,

this questiondoes not arise becausethe most commonly used

techniquesgeneratethe optimal solution. But mathematical

progrmnming is not likely to be able to embracethe number

of variables required for our forest ecosystemperformance

index; thus the generatedpolicies are guidelines to the
. ,

selectionof a few policy options which can be further

testedand refined by simulation. It is our intent that

these few promising policies (or decisions) should form

the basis of a more penetratinginvestigationwhich would

lead ultimately to a final decision.

Techniquesother than mathematicalprogramming are

available t.o identify candidatesfor simulation, and some

of theseare particularly powerful. For example, if the

number of decision variables is small, and if each can be

divided into a small ｮ ｬ ｬ ｩ ｾ ｢ ･ ｲ of alternatives,then it is

reasonablesystematicallyto examineall the intersections

or potential decisions in ｭ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｩ Ｍ ､ ｩ ｾ ･ ｮ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｬ space, to
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･ｶｾｬｵ｡ｴ･ ench, and to pick the most promising few for

further investigation. But it is in the nature of eco-

logical systemsthat many ､ ｩ ｭ ･ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ are required, and it

is unreasonableto divide all the decision variables into

a small number of steps, so an exhaustivesearchfor po-

tential decisionscannot generally be undertaken. A

particularly powerful tool under these circumstancesis

the use of random sampling techniques'todevelop trial

solutions which can be improved by steepestascentor

"hill c1imb1ing" techniquesnow routinely used in applied

mathematics. For example, we know that if a random sample

of size n is taken, where each of the n points is another

decision vector, then the probability is 1 - (1-8)n that

the best of all n trials, lies in the upper e-fractile of

all possible results. This simple but pOvlerfu1 result is

independentof the dimensionalityof the decision and of

the functional form of the distribution of any of the

systemoutcomes. It requires only that the outcmnesbe

representedon a continuumin multi-dimensional space, a

condition which might sometimesbe difficult to guarantee

becauseof the potential lumpinessof system response.

But experiencewith many resourceinvestigationssuggests

that we can virtually always find reasonableand feasible

policies (or solutions) which closely approximatethe re-

quirement that all outputs be defined on a continuum.

If we c1raH a random sample of size 30 and inquire

about the probability that the best of these lies in the

upper 10% of all possible results, we determine that the

probability is 0.957. It should be ･ ｾ ｰ ｨ ｡ ｳ ｩ ｺ ･ ､ that de-

fining a point to lie in the upper 8-fracti1e is different

than assertingthat. a point lies within e of the true

opt.imum. hIe make no s·tatementhere abouL the quantitative

､ ｩ ｦ ｦ ･ ｲ ･ ｮ ｣ ｅ ｾ between the best of an independentrandom sample

of outcomesand the true optimum; we define only the prob--

ability that a particular output lies within any given
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fractile. This probability, 0.957, is independentof the

dimensionalityof the decision vector.

Moreover, if the few best results of the random cast

are ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ improved·byvarious hill climbing pro-

ceduresto promote them from their random positions in the

decision space t:o a local optimu.m (from which all small

changesmake the output worse), we reside (symbolically)

on a set of local mountain peaks from which all directions

are down. From an operationalpoint of view this is tant-

amount to saying that we have a new set of local optima,

the best of ｾ ..,hich is at least as good as thebestof the

rundom draw becauseall movementsvlere necessarilyuphill

"(in the direction of inc.reasingvalue of systemoutput) .

There is no general theory which describeshow to calculate

the confidence and tolerancelimits on the best of the local

optima becausesuch a result would dependon the nature of

the responsesurface and on statementsabout higher deri-

vatives.

The decision as to whether n, the size of the initial

random sample, is large enough dependson the cost of

drawing additional samples (that is, on the cost of ｣ ｯ ｭ ｾ

puting) and on the fertility of our imagination (because

it is required that thesepolicy options be feasible and

it is oftentimesdifficult to generatefeasible random

combinationsof decision variables). Thus one should not

be misled by the apparentsimplicity and eleganceof random

sampling techniquesbut should recognize that the potentially

high cost of identifying a random feasible candidatemay

make the procedureunattracttve. Moreover, it i.s obvious

that the probu.bilit.y of identifying a feasible random solu-

tion becomespainfully acute as the number of dimensions,

and possible interactionsamong decision variables, increaseR.

All this has been investigatedby many theorists, and the

results are neither conclusivenor satisfactory; the best
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that can be done here is to use currently available
techniques,modified by the best advice we can obtain

from consultantsand practitioners.


